Since the executive's design has been kept simple and has been implemented in a high-level language, it may be understood both by those assigned to write the initial application programs and those assigned to maintain the system. Thus is not beyond the means of a small programming team to construct a software environment within which real-time application programs may be produced at reasonable cost.
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Appendix: Implementation

The executive was originally implemented using a C cross compiler that runs on a minicomputer and produces optimized Z80 code. This provides an excellent environment for producing major real-time systems. However, for more modest systems and to aid the reader interested in the subject of real-time programming, a version has been prepared that uses the less expensive C/80 C compiler. This is a "native" compiler, meaning that it runs on the target machine. It produces 8080 microprocessor code that will run on the Z80 machine.

The C/80 version, called CX/80, includes source files for the task scheduler, a set of queue assess functions, example application tasks and interrupt handlers, and two runnable demonstration programs. It can be supplied in most 5 1/4" single sided disk formats. Those interested should contact INTR-SOFT Co., Box 351, Bedford, MA 01730.
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